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Abstract

be tested. Based on formal notations for specifying software architectures, architecture-based test criteria can be
de ned, which would enable automatically de ning data to
cover a system's architectural aspects and also deriving architectural test plans. Thus, the anticipated, widespread
use of formal architecture speci cation will greatly facilitate
testing dynamic component interaction and a ord detecting
architectural defects early in the development process.
Perry and Wolf developed a framework for architectural
description [12] in which a software architecture speci cation
consists of elements (processing, data and connecting elements) and form (relationships among the elements). Based
upon this framework, Inverardi and Wolf developed a model
for operationally describing software architectures [8] based
on viewing a software system as chemicals whose reactions
are governed by rules. This metaphor was formulated as
the Chemical Abstract Machine (CHAM) [3]. In this paper,
we argue that the CHAM model for software architecture
provides a solid foundation for de ning architecture-based
test criteria and developing test plans for assessing dynamic
behavior at the architectural level.

This paper argues that with the advent of explicitly speci ed software architectures, testing can be done e ectively
at the architectural level. A software architecture speci cation provides a solid foundation for developing a plan for
testing at this level. We propose several architecture-based
test criteria based on the Chemical Abstract Machine model
of software architecture. An architectural (integration) test
plan, developed by applying selected of these criteria, can be
used to assess the architecture itself or to test the implementation's conformance with the architecture. This facilitates
detecting defects earlier in the software lifecycle, enables
leveraging software testing costs across multiple systems developed from the same architecture, and also leverages the
e ort put into developing a software architecture.

1 Introduction
A number of researchers have been experimenting with architecture de nition languages and architecture description
models [1, 2, 7], which formally specify software architecture. A software architecture speci cation makes the analysis, design and construction of a complex system intellectually tractable by characterizing the system at a high level
of abstraction. Such a speci cation enables the engineer
to reason about how system requirements are satis ed in
terms of the assignment of functionality to design components and the interaction of those components via their interfaces. This reasoning may uncover architectural defects,
where the interaction or communication between components is incorrect. Incompatibility of the data exchanged
between components, for instance, is detectable via static
analysis of the component signatures. On the other hand,
revealing defects in the dynamic interaction and communication behavior between components may require dynamic
analysis|e.g., testing.
E ective testing requires exercising the aspects to be reasoned about. The typical manner for accomplishing this is
to use test criteria that de ne data to cover the aspects to
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2 Review of the CHAM Formalism
The Chemical Abstract Machine is a term rewriting formalism that leads to a description of an architecture as a
set of static components (the \molecules") whose states and
interactions are governed by transformation rules (the \reactions"). Here, we review the CHAM model, limiting ourselves to those concepts directly required for this position
paper. The interested reader is referred to [8] for more detail on the use of CHAM to model software architectures and
to [3] for an even more complete description of the model.
A Chemical Abstract Machine is speci ed by de ning
molecules m1 ; m2 ; : : : and solutions S1 ; S2 ; : : : of molecules.
Molecules constitute the basic elements of a CHAM, while
solutions are multisets of molecules interpreted as de ning
the states of the CHAM. A CHAM speci cation also contains transformation rules T1 ; T2 ; : : : each de ning a transformation relation S1 ,! S2 dictating the way solutions
can evolve (i.e., states can change) in the CHAM.
Molecules are de ned as terms of a syntactic algebra that
derive from a set of constants and a set of operations de ned
for a speci c CHAM. For architecture speci cation, these
sets would include a set D representing the data elements,
a set P representing the processing elements, and a set C
representing the connecting elements. See [6, 8] for examples
of CHAM molecule syntaxes.

:: :
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By their very nature, implementation-based test criteria are primarily structural. Structural test criteria use the
internal structure of software to de ne test data with the
intention of exercising, or covering, certain aspects of the
system. Several unit-level, structural test criteria have been
de ned based on control ow, such as statement and branch
coverage. In addition, numerous criteria have been de ned
based on relationships between control structures, such as
data ow criteria (e.g., all-def and all-use coverage). Clarke
et al. [5] compare several families of data ow criteria; each
family forms a hierarchy re ecting the relative comprehensive coverage of the criteria. Podgurski and Clarke [13] consider more general dependence relationships between components. This idea of developing a family of structural criteria based on relative coverage has also been extended to
de ne test criteria for concurrency [16]. Another structural
approach is fault-based test criteria, which prescribe test
data geared to detecting particular kinds of faults, the goal
being to cover the likely fault types and demonstrate the
absence of those faults [10, 14]. Relationships between faultbased criteria have been analyzed as well [15].
More recently, structural criteria have been developed
based on speci cations (see, for example, [4]). These approaches blend functional and structural techniques in that
the speci cation of a component's \function" is used to dene the test data, yet the criteria de ne test data in terms
of the syntax and semantics, or \structure", of the specication. One might think of a speci cation as consisting
of assertions that de ne the software's expected behavior.
Approaches to speci cation-based testing, therefore, have
de ned control and data ow criteria as well as fault-based
criteria with regard to a speci cation's assertions.
It is these speci cation-based approaches that leads us to
architecture-based test criteria. Just as an individual unit's
implementation and speci cation consist of data, statements
or assertions, and control, an architecture is similarly composed of data elements, processing elements, and connecting elements [12]. These elements, as well as the complex
of relationships among the elements, should be exercised to
adequately test the architecture.
The CHAM for a software architecture de nes molecules
(elements), solutions (combinations of elements), and transformations between solutions, all of which should be exercised during testing at the architectural level. We can,
therefore, de ne architecture-based test criteria that require
covering these structures. Basically, applying any one of our
CHAM-based criterion proceeds as follows: (1) it determines
the set of structures to be covered by the test plan; (2) it
speci es a set of \paths" through the architecture that cover
these structures, where each \path" is the set of solutions
generated; and (3) it de nes test data in terms of the architecture's interaction with the outside world that would
cause this set of solutions to be generated.
We suggest the following family of architecture-based
test criteria based on the CHAM model:
 all-data-elements: requires that all data de ned in the
architecture are communicated|for each data element
d,2at least one solution contains a molecule involving
d;
 all-processing-elements: requires that all processing elements are executed|for each processing element p, at
least one solution contains a molecule involving p;

The transformation rules can be of two kinds: general
laws that are valid for all CHAMs and speci c rules de ned
for the particular CHAM being speci ed. Compare, Inverardi, and Wolf [6, 8] de ne several CHAM-speci c rules.
The Reaction Law is one general law. Other general laws
are provided in [8].
The Reaction Law. An instance of the right-hand side
of a rule can replace the corresponding instance of its
left-hand side. Thus, given the rule

M1 ; M2 ; : : : ; M ,! M1 ; M2 ; : : : ; M
if m1 ; m2 ; : : : ; m , and m1 ; m2 ; : : : ; m are instances of
the M1 and M1 by a common substitution, then
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we can apply the rule and obtain the following solution
transformation.
::: l

m1 ; m2 ; : : : ; m ,! m1 ; m2 ; : : : ; m
k
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At any given point, a CHAM can apply as many rules
as possible to a solution, provided that their premises do
not con ict|that is, no molecule is involved in more than
one rule. Thus, it is possible to model parallel behaviors by
performing parallel transformations. The CHAM makes a
nondeterministic choice as to which transformation to perform when more than one rule can be applied to the same
molecule or set of molecules.

3 Architecture-based Testing with CHAM
Testing is typically done in several stages. Unit and module
testing analyzes the local behavior of individual components.
Integration testing analyzes how individual component behaviors, and the interactions among components, contribute
to the global system behavior. System testing analyzes the
global behavior of the system without regard to its decomposition. Other testing stages, such as acceptance and stress
testing, are specialized forms of these basic testing stages.
Unit and module test plans are derived either via structural techniques from the source code or via functional techniques from a speci1 cation or knowledge of the component's
intended behavior. System test plans are typically derived
via functional techniques from some statement or knowledge
of requirements and user needs. Integration test plans are
typically derived from implemented component interfaces
and some hierarchical representation (e.g., a call graph) of
the static invocations present in the integrated system or
subsystem, thus using a combination of functional and structural techniques, respectively.
Most approaches to integration testing are based on the
implementation, which delays use of the integration test
plan until system integration. Integration test plans could
be derived from a system design, yet most design representations are not formal enough to do this in an automated
fashion. With the advent of formal architecture speci cation, however, architecture-based test criteria can be dened in much the same way as have been implementationbased and speci cation-based test criteria. This would support algorithmically de ning test data to cover the architecture and automatically developing architectural test plans|
integration test plans at the architectural level.
1 Functional, or black box, techniques are based on only a description of functionality, while structural, or white box, techniques use
the internal structure to guide testing.

2 Only
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one path in the test plan need contain such a solution.

 all-connecting-elements: requires that all communica-

Another application of the architecture-based test plan
is to evaluate the implementation for conformance to the
architecture description. In this case, it is important to not
only identify the aspects of the architecture that should be
covered, but also to specify the expected behavior of the
implementation. This requires that a test oracle be developed, which is a mechanism for checking execution results
and comparing them to expected results [11]. For a CHAMde ned architecture, such an oracle would be a trace of the
expected solutions and their transformations. Furthermore,
using such an oracle requires a mapping between elements
in the architecture model and those in the implemented system, since, for instance, they may use di erent names or be
at di erent levels of abstraction.
Another testing activity that should be done while de ning and analyzing the architecture is an assessment of, and
improvement to, testability. Certain architectures are more
dicult to test than others; thus, it may be better to rearchitect before moving on in development. Moreover, testability can be enhanced if architecture test drivers are built
into (or at least built concurrent with) the architecture to
facilitate testing down the road.

tion channels and connections on them are exercised|
for each connecting element c, at least one solution
contains a molecule involving c;
 all-transformations: requires that all transformations
are tested at least once|for each transformation rule
T : S1 ,! S2 , at least one path contains the reaction
S1 ,! S2 ;
 all-transformation-system: requires that all distinct
\paths", or non-repeating sequence of transformations from the initial solution to a stable solution, be
tested|the test plan contains every non-repeating sequence of reactions; and
 all-data-dependences: requires that every sequence of
interactions where a data element is output on a communication channel and is used either directly or indirectly as input to another communication channel be
covered|for each such data dependence (d;d ) at least
one \path" contains a sequence of reactions covering
(d;d ).
We have begun to formally de ne these criteria based on
the CHAM model, but the de nitions are beyond the scope
of this position paper. These are control and data ow criteria based on a CHAM architecture; as we continue this
work, we may de ne others. We intend also to investigate
how typical architectural defects might be re ected in the
CHAM model and de ne fault-based test criteria accordingly. Moreover, the CHAM model also supports constructs
(the membrane and airlock) to de ne modularity in complex
architectures [8], for which we may also de ne test criteria.
These criteria vary in their comprehensive coverage of
the architecture. Further analysis and experimentation is required to determine the relative comprehensiveness of these
criteria. For a particular architecture and project, a testing strategy would select among the criteria by weighing
not only the relative e ectiveness of criteria, but also such
factors as the resources available, time to delivery, and system criticality. Once the appropriate criteria have been chosen, applying the criteria to the CHAM architecture3 model
de nes the test cases of an architectural test plan. This
architecture-based, integration test plan can be used in several ways.
Most obviously, the test plan can be used to assess the architecture. Simulation capabilities have been developed for4
software architectures. A CHAM architecture simulation
would run the test cases over the architecture,5 resulting
in the set of solutions generated together with the causal
history and timing. Causality between solutions results
from the execution of transformation rules. These causal
dependencies demonstrate the architectural behavior and
may thereby reveal dynamic problems not easily revealed
by static analyses. With this testing e ort, di erent test
criteria will target di erent architectural qualities; for instance, testing might assess the architecture's performance,
load, or communication or identify missing functionality.
0

0

4 Conclusion
In this paper, we argue that it is important to leverage
current work in software architecture de nition by developing test strategies based on architecture speci cations. We
have proposed several test criteria based on the Chemical
Abstract Machine model. A testing strategy would specify which criteria to use to develop an architectural level
integration test plan. The resulting plan can be used for
testing the implementation for conformance to the architecture, with test oracles also derived from the CHAM. It
may also be applied to evaluate the architecture itself, via
either simulation or execution, to detect architectural problems revealed only by dynamic behavior. In another paper,
Compare et al. [6] have also advocated a hybrid analysis
strategy, combining algebraic and transition analysis, capable of detecting some architectural mismatch in dynamic
behavior.
Related work in architecture-based conformance testing
has been done in conjunction with the RAPIDE architecture
de nition language [9]. Our work has also been in uenced
by and is related to previous research in speci cation-based
testing, Petri net testing, and protocol testing. We are formally de ning the test criteria proposed here (as well as
others) based on the CHAM model. We also plan to investigate testing based on other architecture description models
and architecture de nition languages and believe that our
approach is generally applicable.
Testing at the architectural level has several bene ts.
For one, it enables focusing on architectural defects rather
than relying on other testing strategies to detect these defects. Additionally, it facilitates detecting architectural defects earlier in the software lifecycle than after implementation and during system integration, as is typically done.
Furthermore, since an architecture is often reused to develop
multiple systems, the cost of any architecture level testing
e ort is amortized across the multiple systems. This leverages testing costs, which are extremely high relative to the
rest of development.

3 The test criteria de ne test case inputs, or what is to be covered,
but a test plan must also de ne expected behavior for the test cases
as well as the environment in which testing is to occur.
4 Without a simulator, a stubbed architecture could be implemented and tested prior to a full implementation e ort.
5 Actually, if the \path" to be covered in each test case is saved
(see step 2 above), this may be used for simulation rather than the
test data de nition.
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